How we build tomorrow's Great companies
A thought piece by Gary Furst, Founder and Managing Partner of Generation Equity Capital

At Generation Equity Capital, we pride ourselves on finding Good businesses and helping them become
Great companies. That's easy to say, but much more challenging to accomplish. There are Good companies with Great
potential, but how do we find them? Once we do locate them, how do we determine that they are the right Good
companies for Generation Equity? And, how do we convince the owners that we will be great partners for them?

Finding Good companies and helping them become truly Great requires a careful mix of science and art, applied
through our disciplined and rigorous approach to small-cap investing. Via our proprietary deal sourcing approach, we
work hard to fish upstream where bankers and other firms generally don't look...
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Updates from the Generation Equity portfolio

SHERRILLtree's first ArborFest is a big success
In Mid-April, SHERRILLtree hosted its inaugural two-day
workshop at Lake Norman State Park in North Carolina, bringing
together some of the industry's best trainers, vendors and
arborists for a weekend of educational training and networking.
Over 225 attendees were on-hand and the feedback was so
positive SHERRILL is making this an annual event.

Second Time Around is in growth mode!

In the past month, 2TA opened their first men's shop on the top
floor their 176 Newbury St. location in Boston, soft-launched their
e-commerce site and just opened their 10th store in NYC at 17
Greenwich Ave in the West Village. Follow @2TAMen on
Instagram.

Dancing Deer and Delta Airlines fly to new heights
If you've flown domestic coach or first class on Delta Airlines in
the past few years, you've probably been lucky enough to enjoy a
deliciousDancing Deer brownie or cookie. Starting this spring, the
partnership has expanded in a big way - Dancing Deer products
are now available on international flights on Delta as well as in the
Delta Sky Club, including a new line of Breakfast Cookies in first
class and on the shuttles in the Northeast corridor. Cookies for
breakfast brings out the little kid in all of us!

Why the 21st Century Belongs To Family Businesses

"The qualities often associated with family businesses that were a handicap
in the previous century are turning out to be powerful sources of advantage,
giving them the potential to be more adaptive to the increasingly intense
competition that all businesses are facing."
-- Josh Baron, Harvard Business Review, March 2016
The Harvard Business Review published an interesting take on why the 21st century business environment will
create an unexpected golden age for family businesses. This one is well worth the read, and a point of view
that we wholeheartedly agree with at GEC!
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About Generation Equity Capital
Generation Equity Capital (GEC) is an operationally-focused private equity firm specializing in the North American small market asset class. The firm
brings both financial resources and operational expertise to small-market companies, giving management teams the tools they need to build exceptional
businesses. The firm's investment activities center around working with companies that can demonstrate a clear pathway for growth. As active investors,
GEC works alongside management teams, leveraging their strategic expertise to enable business owners to achieve their full potential.
Learn more at www.generationequity.com

